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LAMPIRAN 9 

TRANSKRIP WAWANCARA 

Dalam proses pengumpulan data penelitian ini, peneliti menggunakan metode 

pengumpulan data dengan cara wawancara, observasi lapangan, dan dokumentasi 

berdasar pada observasi yang dilakukan terhadap pihak-pihak yang bertanggung 

jawab pada masing-masing tugasnya untuk mengetahui persiapan yang dilakukan 

untuk menghadapi Hurricane Matthew di kapal MV. Bernhard Schulte. Dalam hal 

ini adalah Master, 2
nd

 Officer, 3
rd

 Officer, dan Bosun. 

Responden 

(Respondence) 

Nama 

(Name) 

Kebangsaan 

(Nationality) 

Jabatan 

(Rank) 

I (Satu) Hasnain Shahinshah Pakistan Master 

II (Dua) Paliei Anton Ukraine 2
nd

 Officer 

III (Tiga) Mendoza Christian Natino Filipino 3
rd

 Officer 

IV (Empat) Oo Moe Zaw Myanmar Bosun 

  

.Dan untuk mendapat data mengenai cara berolah gerak serta sebelum, saat, dan 

sesudah mengahadapi Hurricane Matthew, peneliti melakukan wawancara dengan 

Master kapal MV. Bernhard Schulte sebagai narasumber. 

Responden 

(Respondence) 

Nama 

(Name) 

Kebangsaan 

(Nationality) 

Jabatan 

(Rank) 

I (Satu) Hasnain Shahinshah Pakistan Master 
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A. HASIL WAWANCARA MENGENAI PERSIAPAN MENGHADAPI 

HURRICANE MATTHEW 

I. Wawancara dengan Master MV. Bernhard Schulte 

P :“Good morning Master, excuse Master, can I ask some 

questions about preparation before facing Hurricane Matthew?” 

M : “Yes, absolutely. Go ahead.” 

P :“What shall we prepare before facing Hurricane Matthew?” 

M :“Actually, there are many things to be prepared. First, we have 

to prepare our equipment related to navigation, stability of the 

ship and maneuvering. Because if our engine, stability, and 

navigational equipment are not ready, we will get a trouble 

when facing Huricane Matthew. As you know, our ship is in 

lightship condition, we have high GM. It can lead us to massive 

rolling, so as far as we can do is adjusting our ballast water. 

Then the navigational equipment shall be checked correctly as 

per manufacturer textbook. For complete answers, later you can 

ask 2
nd

 mate, he is in charge for navigational and radio 

communication equipment. And for the readiness of engine, we 

have company procedure to check it. Before we depart or start to 

maneuver, we have to do some test, the company summarize it 

on steering gear test. You can find it on our computer or bridge 

bookshelf. Second, We have to close and check all the 

watertight door to prevent flooding. Then don’t forget to secure 
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all the moveable things onboard, actually it should be Chief 

Officer’s responsibility but we don’t have him, so later I’ll ask 

bosun to do this and you can go with him after this.” 

P : “mmm... okay Master no problem, I’ll go with him after this. 

Anything else Master?” 

M :”Ya, we have many preparations Guntur. You already know our 

ship is lack of crew. So as per manual and company procedure, 

we have to strengthen our navigational watch during Hurricane. 

Because we will facing Hurricane Matthew, we can categorize it 

into heavy weather and restricted visibility condition. And it 

needs special attention, so on bridge shall be helmsman and 

lookout. Later I’ll arrange the watch schedule. Just prepare 

yourself Guntur. And also, I think this part is the most important 

part, we have to monitor the Hurricane Matthew movement and 

development by all means we have. It must be done all the 

times. 

P :”And what about the company? Do they know also?” 

M :”Yes, company knows the situation, that is why we shall have 

coordination with the company to decide the best way to 

overcome it. Intervally, they will sent the weather forecast also.” 

P :”is there any preparation for us Master?” 

M :”The preparation for us is doing drills related to the expected 

condition in advance. Because we will face Hurricane, we have 
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to do drill about abandonship drill, emergency steering drill, 

grounding/stranding/beaching drill, and heavy weather drill. 

And it must be recorded in our bridge logbook. Not only drill 

that recorded in bridge logbook, but also all the preparations 

shall be recorded. Later I’ll ask 3
rd

 Officer to double check our 

readiness of safety equipment.” 

P :”Okay Master got it. So what shall the officer do beside doing 

thier resposibility?” 

M :”Absolutely during their watch, they have to  obey my standing 

order, night order, and company’s standing order. Because I am 

in charge overall. And they can call me anytime if they are i 

doubt or the unexpected situation is raising.” 

P :”Thank you Master for you explaination about the preparations. 

I will ask 2
nd

 mate, 3
rd

 mate and bosun for my other references.” 

M :”Okay Guntur.” 

 

2. Wawancara dengan 2
nd

 Officer MV. Bernhard Schulte 

P :”Good Afternoon Sec, Excuse, Lately, I interviewed Master 

related to preparations before facing Hurricane Matthew. Then 

can I ask some questions about it?” 

2 :”okay Guntur what do you want to ask?” 

P :”Yes Sec, Master told me about the readiness of our 

navigational equipment. How do we check?” 
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2 :”We have to check navigational equipment as per manual 

instruction for each means. And we have checklist that we can 

use, arrival and departure checklist, it will guide you what you 

have to check.” 

P :”and what shall the others officer do related to navigational 

equipment?” 

2 :”All officers before starting his watch must familiar with the 

navigational equipment, our company has some documents 

about it, there are bridge equipment familiarization, document 

related to bridge equipment and limitation, change over bridge 

watchkeeping and change of watch. All Deck Officers have to 

understand and complete bridge familiarization on their first 

step onboard and before they start their watch.” 

P :”what about the weather forecasting equipment, Are you in 

charge on it? what should you do?” 

2 :”Yes I’m in charge on it. we have to check it accordingly, and 

don’t forget to check supporting means, like roll paper and ink, 

for it.” 

P :”mmm… got it Sec. here the most important things to ask, 

What about our plan to avoid the Hurricane Sec?” 

2 :”Master ask me to make 2 passage plan, first we will go to 

North Atlantic and second we will go to strait of florida. The 

route depends on the Hurricane track. Lately we can see where 
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the Hurricane is running, then decide to go to Strait of Florida. 

And now, I’m working on it.” 

P :”And as an officer what shall you do before and during facing 

the Hurricane Matthew?” 

2 :”We have to obey Master’s and Company’s standing order, and 

Master night order. It must do all the times for all Deck Officer, 

not just for this case. We have to call him anytime when we are 

in doubt, the unexpected situation or situation mentioned on his 

night order is rising, the important messages from company, and 

also all his order. Because Master is the supervisor.” 

P :”Okay Sec, thank you for ur time. Have a good watch Sec.” 

2 :”Yes Guntur. Anytime” 

 

3. Wawancara dengan 3
rd

 Officer MV. Bernhard Schulte 

P :”Good Afternoon Third, Excuse, Lately, I interviewed Master 

related to preparations before facing Hurricane Matthew. Then 

can I ask some questions about it?” 

3 :”Yes Guntur.” 

P :”Okay Third. What are the preparation before facing Hurricane 

Matthew in your opinion as per your resposibility?” 

3 :”mmm.. As per my responsibility, I am in charge in safety 

equipment. We have to check all safety equipment onboard to 

ensure they are ready to use during emergency. In example, 
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lifebuoy, lifeboat, lifejacket, SART, EPIRB, etc. Because we are 

expected to face Hurricane Matthew, special attention shall be 

take on lifeboat and liferaft lashing. Ensure all lashing are tight 

to prevent any unexpected accident on our liferaft and lifeboat. 

And also later I need your help to secure all the things on our 

safety locker. We have to secure it to prevent from falling” 

P :”Okay third. I’ll help. And what about drill are you in charge on 

it also?” 

3 :”Actually Chief Officer is in charge on it. but because we don’t 

have Chief Officer on board, Master is in charge now. I just 

make drill report after the drill is complete.” 

P :”oh noted Third. And as an officer what shall you do before and 

during facing the Hurricane Matthew?” 

3 :”We have to obey Master’s night order, Master’s standing 

order, and also Company’s standing order. It must be done all 

the times for all Deck Officer. And we can call him anytime 

when we are in doubt or there is unexpected situation. 

Sometimes Master will write the expected situation on his night 

order, so when the expected situation is rising, we can call him. 

The important messages from company also, we can call him to 

come on bridge. Because Master is the company delegation 

onboard. 
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4. Wawancara dengan Bosun MV. Bernhard Schulte 

P :”Good afternoon Bos. Excuse can I ask some question related 

to preparation before facing Hurricane Matthew?” 

B :”Okay, what is that?” 

P :”Bos, what are you doing for preparation before facing 

Hurricane Matthew” 

B :”Last time, you gave me the Master’s note. He ask to secure all 

moveable things in accommodation and deck. In examples are 

drums, chairs, deck machineries, rope, and etc.” 

P :”What kinds of deck machineries to be secure?” 

B :”There are accommodation ladder, winches, combination pilot 

ladder, bunker crane, and ship provision crane. They must be 

tightened using extra rope.” 

P :”And what about the rope?” 

B :”We will put it inside rope store and for the rope on winch, just 

cover it using tarpaulin and tight.” 

P :”oh yes bos, last thing, what about watertight door?” 

B :”We will close it, all watertight doors on passageway 

underdeck including cargo hold and main deck. Especially on 

main deck, don’t forget to keep it close all the time, usually they 

forget to close after work. That is why, I will do safety round to 

ensure all watertight doors on passage way underdeck and main 

deck are correctly close.” 
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P :”Okay bos. Thank you for your time.” 

B :”No problem Guntur.” 

 

B. HASIL WAWANCARA MENGENAI PERSIAPAN MENGHADAPI 

HURRICANE MATTHEW 

1. Wawancara dengan Master MV Bernhard Schulte mengenai cara 

berolahgerak sebelum menghadapi Hurricane Matthew 

P :”Good morning, excuse me Master, can I ask something 

relating to ship handling before facing Hurricane Matthew?” 

M :”Yes Guntur, what is that?” 

P :”Yes Master, how to maneuvaering ship before facing the 

Hurricane Matthew, Master?” 

M :”oh… because we are on anchoring lay-up condition, we have 

to heave up our anchor before proceeding to avoiding are that 

we made before. The heaving up anchor shall be properly as per 

Company procedure and also anchoring book. You can check on 

our bridge bookshelf, you will find it.” 

P :”then, how to proceed to avoiding area?” 

M :”actually it is like usual navigation at sea, but due to limitation 

of fuel, we will proceed to strait of florida with 9-10knots speed. 

And also we will navigate near the islands. Because we can use 

the island as a shelter, so we are not fully impact by the 

Hurricane effect. Because when I was Master in other ship, my 
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ship got horrible accident, our mooring winch was lost during 

Hurricane. And I faced the Hurricane again and the local 

authority recommend us to go behind the island, and I saw most 

of ship that anchor at anchoring area, got bad effect of 

Hurricane.” 

P :”so we will proceed to strait of florida and we will use islands 

as a shelter place. And is there any plan B if the Hurricane is 

becoming horrible?” 

M :”Yes, we have. We will proceed more near the Jamaica at the 

Gulf of Mexico if the Hurricane is becoming horrible, because it 

is more safe for our lightship condition. And during navigating 

to strait of florida or Gulf of Mexico we have to adjust our ship 

due to the traffic. Because we are expecting most of the ship will 

navigating at strait of florida to avoiding the Hurricane 

Matthew. Later you can see it.” 

P :”Thanks Master for your Information Master.” 

2. Wawancara dengan Master MV Bernhard Schulte mengenai cara 

berolahgerak saat menghadapi Hurricane Matthew 

P :”Good morning, excuse me Master, can I ask something 

relating to ship handling during facing Hurricane Matthew?” 

M :”Yes Guntur what?” 

P :”how to handle a ship during facing Hurricane?” 
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M :”as far as practicable, the ship must be find the wave from bow. 

So we will have more safe condition and comfort. Because we 

get more intense pitching movement. But keep in mind when 

you get head seas, the ship may get in quarterly bow sea, and 

can generate pitching and rolling at the same time. And also 

don’t give the wave on quarterly part of the ship, the ship may 

experience massive rolling condition.” 

P :”Noted Master, and during handle the ship, may we use the 

engine also?” 

M :”Yes absolutely, we need the engine to steer the ship, to get the 

wave on head. But before use the engine, the have to notice the 

engine room first as per Chief Engineer instruction. And also 

lately Chief Engineer gave a note about engine use. And all 

officer on what must follow his instruction. Then during the 

engine use on head seas, the ship must adjust the ship speed to 

avoid the phenomena of head seas, in examples slamming bump, 

shipping water, and racing propeller that can impact structure of 

the ship.” 

P :”Thanks Master for your Information Master.” 
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3. Wawancara dengan Master MV Bernhard Schulte mengenai cara 

berolah gerak sesudah menghadapi Hurricane Matthew 

P :”Good morning, excuse me Master, can I ask something 

relating to ship handling after facing Hurricane Matthew?” 

M :”Yes, Guntur what?” 

P :”How to handle a ship after facing Hurricane?” 

M :”Because we are on strait of florida, we got the advantage of the 

current on strait of florida, we can drift along the strait of florida 

with the support of the wind movement. And we have to keep 

intention during drifting.” 

P :”but we also use the engine right? For steer the ship?” 

M :”Yes absolutely, we use the engine to avoid any danger. 

Especially the shallow water. Follow Chief Engineer instruction 

as before. And notice the engine room when the officer want to 

use the engine suddenly. And the speed must be adjusted to 

avoid any phenomena on head seas. And when we are near the 

providence channel, we will use engine to proceed on our 

previous lay up position for continuing our anchoring lay-up 

condition. After we arrive we will drop our anchor, later you 

have to help Bosun for dropping the anchor” 

P :”Mmm.. okay Master. I thank you for your information. Later I 

will go to drop the anchor with Bosun. Thanks Master.” 

M :”Yes Guntur, nevermind.” 


